Abstract. The main purpose of mutation testing approach is to check a test suite quality in terms of the adequacy to killing programs with inserted programming faults. We present advances in the C# mutation testing system that supports object-oriented mutation operators. The system enhancements related to functional requirements (mutation operators, avoiding generation of invalid and partially of equivalent mutants) and non-functional ones (speed-up using a new parser and reflection, space reduction storing mutant updates). Mutation testing of six widely used open source programs is discussed. The quality of the tests supplied with these programs was experimentally determined. Performance measures were evaluated to assess system enhancements (2-4 faster mutants creation, 10-100 times disk space reduction, tradeoff of time overhead for storing mutants of different size in a local or remote repository).
Introduction
Software testing is a critical part of software development. Mutation is the technique of generating faulty variants of a program [1] . It can be applied for assessing the fault detection ability of a test suite or comparing testing strategies. According to the experimental research [2] , generated mutants can be treated as representatives of real faults. Mutation analysis can be performed "whenever we use well defined rules defined on syntactic descriptions to make systematic changes to the syntax or to objects developed from the syntax" [3] .
A transformation rule that generates a mutant from the original program is called a mutation operator. So-called standard (or traditional) mutation operators introduce small, basic changes that are possible in typical expressions or assignment statements of any general purpose language [1] . Mutation operators dealing with many specific programming features, including object-oriented ones, were also developed. If for any program P the result of running its mutant P' is different from the result of running P for any test case of the test suite T, then the mutant P' is said to be killed. A mutant that cannot be killed by any possible test suite is counted as an equivalent one. The adequacy level of the test set T can be computed in terms of the number of mutants killed by T.
Advanced mutation operators of C# language were adopted similarly to object-oriented operators of Java language [4] [5] [6] [7] or developed for the specific language features and studied in experiments [8, 9] . Based on the gathered experiences about evaluation and specification of object-oriented mutation operators, the first CREAM (CREAtor of Mutants) system supporting few of them for C# programs was implemented. Prior works [10, 11] have presented the general architecture overview of the system and results of the first experiments. Suffered from several limitations, the system evolved to CREAM2, enhancing its mutant generation capabilities and performance issues.
The crucial problem in mutation testing approaches are considerable time and resource constraints. Due to lack of mature mutation tool support, also very little empirical evaluation has been done in the industrial development of C# programs. In this paper, we discuss advances in the CREAM2 system, including code parsing improvements, preventing generation of invalid and partially of equivalent mutants, cooperation with the distributed Tester environment [12] , storing mutant's updates in the SVN repository [13] . We conducted experiments with several open source programs to evaluate and verify an extended set of mutation operators, to evaluate quality of test suites, and compare the results with the previous mutation system and standard mutations.
The remaining paper is organized as follows. In the next Section related work is discussed. Section 3 contains the outline of the improvements of the CREAM2 system. Section 4 presents an experimental study on object-oriented mutation of C# programs. We finish with assessment of performance results and conclusions.
Related work
Mutation testing approach was developed primarily for structural languages, like Fortran with the mostly known Mothra tool [1] . Further, similar standard mutation operators were applied for other languages, as C language: Proteum [14, 15] , MiLu [16] , and also object-oriented languages Java, C++, C#.
Standard mutations introduced into Java Byte Code are supported in different tools, like Jumble [17] , MuGamma [18] . Selected traditional and some objectoriented mutations in Java were also implemented in Judy [19] and Javalanche [20] tools. Test cases considered for Java programs were commonly unit tests suitable for JUnit environment [17, 19, 21, 22] , or similar but specialized like in MuJava [23] . Several testing systems for C++ language uses standard mutation testing also in commercial products, as Insure++ from Parasoft. Simple changes to Java source code, without parser involvement, were implemented also in Jester environment [21] . The ideas of Jester system were transformed to Python and C# languages. Nester tool [24] supports the standard mutations of C# language.
The improved version of Nester makes only one compilation run for all mutants. Afterwards, it is decided during test execution which mutant should run.
Mutation testing of object-oriented program features (mostly inter-class relations) was exhaustively studied for Java programs [4-7, 23, 25, 26] . Standard and object-oriented operators for Java were applied in MuJava [23] and MuClipse [26] -an Eclipse plug-in based on MuJava. In MuJava, mutants are generated either as a parameterized program (so-called meta-mutant) that is further recompiled and executed as a mutant according to a given parameter, or a mutation is introduced directly in the Byte Code.
The first tool supporting selected object-oriented mutations for C# was the CREAM system [10, 11] . The Nmutator tool announced in 2002 was supposed to introduce object-oriented mutations into C# programs, but there are no evidences that this intention was fulfilled. Research in [27] mentioned objectoriented features of C# but concentrated on other problems and does not develop any tool at this area. Besides the CREAM system the only known system dealing with object-oriented mutation operators for C# programs is the ILMutator prototype [28] . It provides object-oriented mutations into the intermediate code derived from compiled C# programs. It implements so far six types of changes of intermediate code corresponding to object-oriented mutation operators on the C# source code level. Further development of the tool is in progress.
There are still many challenges that need to be solved in order to effectively bring mutation testing into industrial practice. Representativeness of mutation faults in comparison to real faults was studied in case of standard mutation operators and C programs [2] . Experiments gave promising results, but analogous facts for mutation faults injected into other languages and using more specialized operators have been not yet sufficiently verified [22] .
Generation and execution of many mutants is generally very expensive. Time and space performance can be limited by selection of the most relevant mutation operators, via selective mutation [29] , sufficient or orthogonal operators [15, 25] . Performance can be also improved by introduction of faults into intermediate language forms like Java Byte Code, or Intermediate Language of .NET, or usage of repositories if many mutants of the same program are stored.
Another crucial problem is detection of equivalent mutants. In an experiment 40% of all mutations turned out to be equivalent [20] . Existence of equivalent mutants is, in general, an undecidable problem. Therefore, applied algorithms cannot properly classify all mutants in all cases. Different techniques to recognize equivalent mutants in the structural programs were proposed, like constraint based testing (CBT), program optimizing rules, genetic algorithms, program slicing. Dealing with equivalent mutants in object-oriented programs is more complicated and is still not enough tool-supported. Therefore, it is important to prevent creating equivalent mutants. Firstly, the mutation operators should be carefully selected, avoiding those that can lead to many equivalent mutants. Secondly, generation of mutants can be restricted, omitting those cases that might produce equivalent mutants, even if under such restrictions certain proper mutants will be not generated.
Basic principles of the CREAM2 system are similar to those of the previous version [10, 11] . The system is aimed at object-oriented and other specialized programming flaws. O-O mutation operators, in opposite to simple traditional ones, have to deal with the structural program dependencies. The mutant generator uses a parser tree of the analyzed code. According to the language grammar and the rules defined in a mutation operator, the places in the tree are identified where the operator could be applied. If additional correctness conditions are satisfied at any such place, the tree is modified reflecting a fault introduced by the operator (see an example below). The mutant is a program corresponding to the modified tree. Many mutants can be created from the modifications applied in different places according to the rules defined by the same mutation operator.
Based on the experiment results, the next version of the CREAM system has been developed. In the program evolution the following goals were achieved:
-extension of functionality (new mutation operators, collecting of timing features, calculation of statistics, better interface), -enhancement of program expansibility, -improvements of mutant generation and its speed-up by usage of a new parser library and reflection mechanism, -decrease of memory requirements on storing mutated programs, -correlation of mutation with the code coverage output.
About forty object-oriented and other advanced mutation operators were specified for C# programs and their usefulness evaluated in preliminary experiments [8, 9] . Based on this data, in the CREAM2 system 13 object-oriented operators were implemented (Tab. 1).
Mutation operators mimic different faults introduced by developers using various of programming techniques. Correctness conditions are applied in order to assure that a valid mutant is generated, i.e. an injected fault would not be detected by a compiler. They are also partially aimed at preventing creating too many equivalent mutants. In this case, the measured mutation score indicator is closer to the exact mutation score.
For example, the EOA operator simulates a fault that a copy of an object is assigned instead of a desired object. In case of EOA operator, only code extracts of the following syntax were mutated: If the right side of the assignment were equal to a different expression than an identifier of a variable, as for example result of a method call or a complex expression, the EOA operator would be not applied to this statement. In this way we prevent generating a code that might be not correctly compiled. Expansibility mechanism of the system was improved. CREAM2 can be extended with new mutation operators implemented in appropriate add-ins without modification of other code. The same technique can be used for substitution of an existing operator with its better version. This feature was verified by users developing traditional mutation operators, applied in further experiments: In the previous system, a class hierarchy was created and used to examine inheritance dependencies between classes, identification of member types, etc. Such information was helpful during identification of possible mutation places in the parser tree. The approach had some limitations, as classes from external libraries could not be taken into account in the considered class hierarchy. Lack of access to embedded types and library classes impeded implementation of more sophisticated object-oriented operators, like IHI or EOA. For example, the IHI operator requires information about members inherited from the base class. If the base class belonged to a library, information was inaccessible. The problem was solved in CREAM2 by usage of reflection mechanism for creation and inspection of the type hierarchy. More advanced mechanisms of type checking minimized the possibility of creation of invalid mutants.
In CREAM2, instead of C# parser kscparse used previously, a new parser from the NRefactory library [30] was applied. Therefore those files that include C# 2.0 constructions could be also mutated. The new parser enables faster movement on a parser tree and its modification. In result, a number of ill-defined mutants decreased and mutants could be created more effectively.
Experiments performed with the previous system were limited by requirements on disk space for storing code of many mutants. A mutated project differs only in few code lines from the original one. Solving this problem, we applied the SVN (Subversion) server [13] managing program versions. An original project is stored as the first version in a repository and each mutant is one of next versions. Therefore, only differences between a mutant and its origin are stored.
The program repository was also used as a buffer for simple integration of the mutant generator with other testing tools. CREAM2 cooperated with Tester -a distributed environment integrating software testing tools [12] . It can organize a hybrid testing process consisting of steps performed by differed testing tools and statistic evaluation of various test results. One of integrated tools was the IBM Rational PureCoverage tool. Code coverage results of a mutated program can be read by CREAM2. Taking into account coverage data can be used as a primarily condition for assessing test suites. It bounds a number of not killed mutants that have to be classified of being equivalent or not, because mutations introduced to areas not covered by tests are often not killed by these tests [9] .
New versions of C# language (2.0 and 3.0) provide new programming constructions, e.g. generic types, nullable types, extensions to static types, properties, indexers, covariance, delegates etc., that were considered for new advanced mutation operators. A set of such operators were proposed and examined in preliminary experiments. The results were not very promising, because the new features concentrate mainly on simplification of code writing and either their misuse was easily detected by a compiler or many equivalent mutants were generated. Therefore these new operators were not included to the current CREAM2 version.
Experiments on Operators Evaluation and Tests Qualification
Capabilities of the CREAM2 system were verified in experiments performed on a set of widely used, open-source programs, which are distributed together with their unit test suits. The basic complexity measures of the programs and their tests are summarized in Tab. 2. The experiments were performed according to the following scenario:
1. An original project with its unit test suite was added to the local or remote project repository. 2. The project was run against its tests. Code coverage of the program was evaluated. Program test results (an oracle) and coverage results were stored in the test results data base of the Tester system [12] . 3. CREAM2 generated set of mutants of the project according to selected mutation operators and coverage data. Updates of compiled valid mutants were stored in the project repository. 4. Mutants were tested with their test suites using NUnit [31] . Generated results were compared against the given oracle, in order to decide whether a mutant was killed or not, and stored in the data base. 5. Mutation results were evaluated using stored data.
Number of mutants created by CREAM2 for different object-oriented operators are shown in Tab. 3. The first column identifies programs described in Tab. 2. Results for the IHD operator are omitted, because no mutants were generated. Usage of the repository for storing mutants allow to significantly raise limits on number of performed mutants. Therefore all possible mutants could be created, as for example above seven thousand mutants of Adapdev.NET ( number 1).
In Tab. 4 and 5 mutation results of the programs and the object-oriented mutation operators are presented. Numbers of mutants killed by the unit tests were in many cases not very high. Mutation score was calculated as a ratio of the number of mutants killed over the total number of generated valid mutants. Precisely, it is the lower bound on mutation score, called in [19] as mutation score indicator. The exact mutation score should be calculated over the number of all non-equivalent mutants. In the CREAM2 mutant generator much effort was spent to create only valid mutants and if possible avoid equivalent mutants. However, equivalent mutants can be also created. In simple cases they could be eliminated by hand. But, for the most discussed programs, when the numbers of not killed mutants were higher (like for the PRV operator), it was impossible to identify precisely all equivalent mutants. Mutation results of all programs except NCover were low (16-37%) and showed a poor quality of the considered test suites. But, tests of NCover (no 5) killed all mutants of six operators and the most of mutants for the rest of them, giving a total mutation score equal to 97.6%. It is characteristic that in general a test suite good at killing mutants is dealing quite well with mutants generated by the given different mutation operators. The ability of tests to kill mutants generated by different mutation operators was compared. It was measured, how many tests of the suite killed a mutant (Tab. 6). In case of two biggest programs (1 and 4) any mutation was killed usually by one test. Test cases of these programs were diverse and devoted to disjoint subjects. In the remaining programs a test was killed on average by about ten to several dozen of tests. It points out the existence of many redundant test cases as far as the given programming flaws are concerned. On the other hand, there are many mutants not killed by the tests from these test suites. For program number 5, having the best mutation score, the numbers of tests killing mutants are except the JID operator on a moderate level of about few tests. High mutation results for different mutation operators were obtained by a limited number of tests, but effective and focused on different subjects. We can observe that a number of tests killing mutants was in general a feature of a test suite. There was no significant dependency between this measure and the kind of the operator. The averaged percentage of tests that killed a mutant are given in the last column. Mutation results of the object-oriented operators were compared with results of standard operators. Five standard mutation operators (see Sec. 3) were applied for two programs Adapdev.NET and NCover and a subset of all possible mutants were generated. No mutants were created for the ASR operator because no shortcuts (like +=) were used in these programs. Mutation score was calculated for given numbers of mutants (Fig. 7) . All mutants were killed by the test suites in almost all cases. Good results of the test suite were expected for NCover as the tests were also good at detecting various flaws injected by the object-oriented operators. However, good results (99%) were obtained also for Adapdev.NET, while mutation score for the object-oriented operators was about 28%. In general, simple faults simulated by standard operators are more easily to detect by tests. It is not sufficient to have test suites adequate to standard mutations in order to detect faults misusing object-oriented rules. The experiment results have to be considered in the context of possible threats to validity. A big number of mutants helped to cope with threats to the statistical conclusions validity. However, for some mutation operators, e.g. IHI, these numbers were quite small, because such operator deals with less frequent programming constructions. Mono-operation bias is a threat as the experiment was conducted on a single development project. Therefore several, different programs were used in the experiments. The selected programs and their test suites are commonly used and neither prepared nor adapted for the experiments. It reduces threats to external validity concerning possibility of results generalization.
Performance Evaluation
In experiments we measured the impact of the applied technology on the system performance. Time and storage constrains were compared for different solutions and to the previous version of the mutation system.
One of improvements of the CREAM2 system was substitution of the parser module. Usage of a new parser speeded up the generation of mutants, as routines manipulating on parser trees were more effective. Average time of creation of mutants' source code was about 2-4 times shorter than in the previous system.
Repository for storing mutants was applied in order to reduce disk storage requirements. However, storing mutants in the repository takes more time than direct storing of whole mutants. Repository can be saved locally on the same computer as the mutants generation system, or on another remote computer. In dependence on the program characteristics, time of generation of mutants for a local repository was longer about 61-121% than the time of direct storing whole mutants in the same computer. While using a remote repository, the corresponding time was longer of about 39-91%. The average times of generating and storing a mutant in different locations for selected programs are given in Tab. 8. The time of generation to a repository depends on a program size. For bigger programs (like programs no 1, 4 and 5 -Tab. 2), time of using a remote repository was shorter than using a local one. The repository server had to analyze many files in order to identify and store the update. Concurrent work of the server and the generator was beneficial and exceeded the transmission overhead. For medium-size programs (as 2 and 3), times of using both kinds of repository were comparable. In case of the smallest program (number 6) usage of the local repository took less time, because the server of the repository had smaller requirements on processor time and the transmission overhead was noticeable.
It should be notated that, although discrepancies of average times are not very high, difference of times required for processing many mutants can be substantial. For example, generation and execution of all mutants of Adapdev.NET took 29 hours more using the local repository than the remote one. The main goal of application of the SVN repository was decreasing memory requirements on storing mutants. Mutated programs are very similar to each other. In a repository only the updates to the original programs have to be stored. An empty repository needs about 80 kB and this is a small overhead in comparison to program sizes. Amounts of disk memory are compared in Tab. 9. Numbers in the last column refer to the repository including given numbers of mutated programs. The previous column shows how many disk space would be necessary to store the same mutated projects directly, without using the repository. The results showed that required memory was reduced in size from 10 to 100 times according to different programs and numbers of mutants. 
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper reports on experiments on the object-oriented mutation testing of C# programs performed by the CREAM2 tool and its evolution to the current version. Application of advanced mutation operators implies more computational effort than the standard operators. But, according to experiments, test cases adequate to standard mutations are not enough capable to expose additional faults dealing with object-oriented constructions. Therefore, automated usage of advanced mutants for test qualification would be profitable. Performed experiments showed that the new version of the CREAM2 system can generate object-oriented mutants more precisely than the previous one. The problem of big amounts of disk space was solved by usage of SVN repository for storing mutants. It gave storage reduction of about 10 to 100 times. A bottleneck of experiments remains time requirements. However, using improved organization and automation of the whole testing process, all implemented objectoriented mutants of the given programs, i.e. above ten thousand of mutants, were generated, tested and analyzed. The long execution time could be tolerable when the whole process can be realized without user supervision. Essential reduction of time requirements can be obtained by elimination of mutants compilation. It is straightforward for standard mutation operators, but not for the advanced ones. First experiments with the prototype ILMutator system [28] gave promising results. It inserts mutations that simulate objects-oriented mutations of C# language direct into the Intermediate Language of .NET.
The most crucial problem of the mutation testing automation is still exclusion of equivalent mutants. Although the accurate recognition of all equivalent mutants would be in general impossible, but acceptable results could be obtained by limitation of their number to small amounts that can be neglected. There are two complementary approaches: preventing of equivalent mutant generation and detection of equivalent mutant in a set of non killed mutants. We concentrated so far on the first approach, while identification of equivalent mutants for advanced mutants of C# needs future work.
Another important issue concerning testing automation is execution of test runs and concluding on the killing of mutants. In the reported experiments, NUnit was used to run mutants with unit tests and to generate tests results compared to an oracle. In general, different test cases and test environments can be apply together with mutation testing. In the future, capture and replay environments with testing scripts including verification points and other verification mechanisms can be combined with the mutant generation system.
